INTRODUCTION
« In a bare pasture, without a single tree,
but watered by a branch of the Epte with
its chattering, sinuous flow, he created a
genuinely magical garden, digging a wide
pond in the middle, planting exotic trees and
weeping willows around the edge with their
branches drooping on the banks, creating
pictures all around the valley including
arches of greenery, crossing and returning
to meet themselves, giving the illusion of
a vast park, sprinkling the pond with a
profusion of thousands of water lilies whose
carefully selected, rare species burst with
colour in every possible hue, from purple,
red and orange to pink, lilac and mauve,
and planting over the Epte, where the pond
flows away, one of those little rustic bridges,
a humpback bridge like you see in gouache
paintings from the 18th century and in
artworks by Jouy ».
François Thiébault-Sisson (1856-1936),
art-critic
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BEFORE YOUR VISIT

The life of the world famous artist Claude
Monet (1840-1926), the co-founder and
iconic figure of the impressionist movement, is inseparable from the places where
he lived and in which he tirelessly sought to
capture the immediacy of the light and colours. Giverny is the most famous example
of this and, over time, became his home
base and unique source of inspiration.
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GIVERNY: THE HOME OF AN ARTIST,
THE GARDEN OF A PAINTER

In 1883 Claude Monet moved his family to Giverny, a small village
in Normandy near Paris. He was 42 years old and would live there until
his death in 1926. In 1890 he bought the property. The following years
brought him his long-awaited recognition and success. Monet became
famous and there was a constant flow of visitors to Giverny. He hosted
art dealers, critics, horticulturists, photographers, friends and more.

“Each of the three areas which flow on from each other (the
house, then the garden, and a bit further the Japanese garden
and pond) lends itself to exploring a new type of artistic expression: the house with its bright yellow and blue painted walls is
the place for solid colours and geometry; the garden liberates
your palette’s full exuberance; and the Japanese pond’s water
obliterates all fixed markers. Giverny is nothing other than the
realisation of the artist’s internal thought process.”
Françoise Barbe-Gall, Comment regarder un tableau
(How to look at a painting)
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A HOME AND A WORKPLACE

Originally called Maison du Pressoir, referring to the apple press
(pressoir) located in the neighbouring square, the house was quite
small. Monet expanded it. On the left side, he set up his space for working and resting: the barn adjoining the house became his first studio
and he had another storey added above it to create a large bedroom
and washroom. This extension can be seen in the windows which are
wider than in the original section. On the right, the large kitchen replaced the outhouse. Upstairs were the children’s bedrooms. The house
had three entrances. In the middle was the front door. On the right was
the service door which led to the kitchen. On the left was the door to
Monet’s apartments.
Monet wanted his house to blend into the garden. He painted the
shutters green and the façade pink, then planted Virginia creepers.
Climbing roses covered the railings and others invaded the pergola
which he had built in front of the house for this reason.

« Commerce à Yokohama; les Européens transportant des marchandises »

[9]
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“Here are my old memories. They are important to me,
I like seeing them around me. (...) I have kept an artwork
from every stage of my life... See the Normandy beaches,
England, Norway, Belle-Île, the Seine (...), Midi, Italy, my
garden (...).”
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Monet in « À Giverny, chez Claude Monet », Marc Elder.

GROUND FLOOR
Start your visit with the reading room or “little blue lounge” which adjoins the pantry. Monet selected the colours for it, as he did for all of the rooms in the house. Everything is blue. The furniture and the walls create a harmony with the prints by Hiroshige.
On the floor are cement tiles as was the fashion at that time.
The pantry holds a store of eggs, tea, olive oil, spices and other exotic treasures
brought back from foreign countries by merchant ships, as depicted in the prints by artist Gountei Sadahide ga: “Yokohama Trade: Westerners Loading Cargo” and “Foreign
Business Establishment in Yokohama”, an explicit nod to the room’s function.
Next we step into the artist’s first studio, where he worked until 1899 and which
was restored in 2011. There are some sixty paintings on display. These replicas help recreate the atmosphere of that period. The originals are held in public and private collections around the world, including a number at the Marmottan-Monet museum in Paris.
Of the furniture in the room, 80% is original.
When he was not working there, the studio became a lounge with two desks - his and
his wife Alice’s -, a music table, wicker chairs, armchairs, reclining chairs, large couches,
Persian rugs... And his bust in bronze, made by Paul Paulin, which shows the success he
enjoyed while alive! Monet received all sorts of visitors: friends, dealers, collectors, critics
and more. In this room they sipped coffee and enjoyed naps. The lounge is comfortable
but the studio is not very practical as it lacks a north-facing window. When Monet later
built a second studio west of the house, he kept his favourite paintings - those he did not
want to part with - in this lounge.
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UPSTAIRS
One staircase leads from the pantry to Monet’s bedroom, where the Louis XV chest
of drawers and desk are still in their place. Monet exhibited his collection of artworks
painted by his friends here, including those by Cézanne, Renoir, Morisot, Caillebotte, Manet and Boudin. Looking out the window, you can admire Clos Normand and, just below,
Monet’s favourite climbing rose: the Rosa Mermaid with its simple, pale yellow flowers.
Continue your visit in Monet’s washroom and that of Alice, then walk through to her
bedroom with its adjoining tiny room intended for sewing.
Alice’s bedroom: At the time, it was considered proper for married couples in middle-class families to sleep in separate bedrooms. However, they were connected by the
washrooms. This is a simple bedroom decorated with Japanese prints showing female
figures.

[ 12 ]
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RETURN TO GROUND FLOOR

The main staircase goes back down to the dining room: Restored to its original
state, this room once again shows Monet’s modern attitude in selecting light colours,
unlike the trends at that time. The furniture and walls are painted in two shades of yellow, showcasing the blue earthenware visible in the display cabinets. The yellow and
blue tableware was used for celebrations. The large table could hold up to 16 people. On
the walls, the densely hung frames hold a series of Japanese prints that Monet collected
for over 50 years.
The kitchen adjoins the dining room. Monet never went in there but, being ever attentive to detail, he selected its colour in order not to break the harmony of the dining
room when the kitchen door was open. The floor has bright red tiles and the walls are
covered with cobalt blue Rouen ceramic tiles. The warm colours are provided by the
impressive set of copper pots. The huge coal- and wood-fired furnace, its two firebrick
ovens and hot water tank were fired up every day to prepare meals for at least 10 people.
Go down the kitchen steps to enter the garden.

[ 13 ]
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CLOS NORMAND: AN ARTIST’S GARDEN

In Giverny, Monet became a gardener. A gardener who cultivated his
garden like an artist, creating a palette of plants. As soon as he arrived in
1883, he initiated irrigation work and earthworks, and started to transform the garden called the Clos Normand, which adjoined the house.
He transformed this ordinary meadow into a floral garden so that he
would never lack motifs to paint. He possessed a vast botanical library
including a collection of 26 volumes on the flowers and gardens of Europe. His passion for flowers and colours was satisfied: flowerbeds, rose
bushes, wisteria, climbing plants and more. Everything was deliberately
planted. The garden was arranged in beds. Monet worked the perspectives, symmetries, colours and volumes using flowerbeds of various
sizes. He combined simple flowers with rare varieties. The arches over
the central path are covered with climbing roses, and nasturtiums cover
the path itself at the end of each summer. In the left side of the garden,
he created rectangular flowerbeds in solid colours.

[ 17 ]
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“Here is the name of the Japanese plant that was sent to me
from Belgium: Crythrochaete. See Mr Godefroy* about it and
try to get me some information on how to grow it.”
Monet to Caillebotte, Giverny, undated letter
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*Alexandre Godefroy-Lebeuf: French horticulturist (1852-1903)
who campaigned for plant diversity and green spaces in Paris.

GARDENING: A FASHIONABLE PASSION
At Giverny, Monet painted ‘cultivated’ nature in his private garden.
During the second half of the 19th century, gardening and flower cultivation
grew considerably in popularity. The industrial revolution, urbanisation of the middle
classes and population explosion in towns created a new need for nature, resulting
in towns being redesigned. Parks, public promenades and private, worker, family and
artist gardens were created. This period saw the creation of Montsouris Park, ButtesChaumont, Bois de Vincennes and Bois de Boulogne in Paris. There was a proliferation of
horticultural societies, exhibitions and competitions thanks to improved land (train) and
sea travel means enabling the progressive influx of plants collected around the world.
And scientific and technical advances (proficiency in plant hybridisation techniques,
and improved cultivation conditions with the construction and heating of greenhouses)
enabled the creation of an increasingly attractive catalogue.
The impressionists were the first to reveal the social role of domesticated nature.
The garden was a place to walk, contemplate, eat, rest and have fun. Only Pissarro
represented the land as a place to work.
Monet selected each plant according to the balance of colours and seasons. He
sought advice from the great horticulture experts, found the best foreign nurseries and
exchanged rare plants to complete his collection. He never stopped buying new plants
and, despite a precarious financial situation, spent money freely on his garden.

*
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“I throw myself into impossible things: water with grass rippling
on the bottom. It is admirable to see, but it can make you crazy
trying to do that. And to think that I always throw myself into
doing things like this!”
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Claude Monet

THE WATER GARDEN: A LIVING PAINTING
In 1893, Monet bought another plot located at the bottom of Clos Normand, on the
other side of the train tracks. Despite the hostility of Giverny’s inhabitants, who feared
that their livestock would be poisoned by the exotic plants or lack of water, he gained
permission to divert a branch of the River Epte, the Ru, to create a pond which he covered with water lilies. This enabled him to create a Japanese-inspired water garden “for
an eye-pleasing sight and also for motifs to paint,” he wrote to the Prefect of the Eure
region. Around the edges he planted weeping willows, bamboo, alders, irises, reeds and
tree peonies from Japan, reinforcing the Oriental feeling. The wooden bridge spanning
the pond, probably inspired by one of the Japanese prints in his collection, was built
the same year but was painted green instead of the traditional red. The water and its
ever-changing reflections fascinated Monet and provided him with an endless source
of inspiration. For over 25 years, they were the subject of his paintings as he sought to
capture on the canvas “the briefest marriages of sky and water” (J. Clay). In 1914, he even
had a third, massive studio specially built to work on his Grandes Décorations, dedicated
to the “Water Lilies”, with 2m high panels that stretched for 91m! He was almost blind,
with a double cataract affecting his colour perception, but continued to paint. In 1922
he gifted this set of paintings to the French State which, thanks to his friend Georges
Clémenceau, installed it in the Orangerie Museum in Paris in 1926, where it can still be
admired today.
*Inside Kameido Tenjin shrine, from the One hundred famous views of Edo series, 1857, Utagawa Hiroshige
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Impression, Sunrise, 1872, Monet
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MONET AND IMPRESSIONISM

IT STARTED WITH AN INSULT

It was journalist Louis Leroy who unintentionally invented the term
‘impressionism’ at an independent group exhibition by Monet, Sisley,
Degas, Pissarro, Cézanne, Berthe Morisot and Renoir, among others, at
a studio loaned by photographer Nadar on 15 April 1874. At the time,
it was not a compliment but a mocking term applied to Monet’s painting: Impression, Sunrise. In the Le Charivari newspaper on 25 April, the
critic entitled his article, “The impressionists’ exhibition”, and tore into
Monet’s painting: “I thought to myself, this has made an impression on
me so there must be impressions somewhere in there...”
The term was born, accepted and used by Monet and his friends
during the subsequent, successive exhibitions until 1886. But the 1874
exhibition created a scandal. The painters were accused of having only
given a sketch or a first impression. The public at that time were used to
seeing ‘finished’ paintings with no visible paintbrush traces or accidentally added materials, and were perturbed. Furthermore, the colours
used were deemed too light compared to those used at the time. By
painting what they felt rather than a loyal depiction of reality, the artists
moved further away from that period’s academic artworks and created
outrage! Monet became the movement’s leader but it would still take
another decade for him to rise above those difficulties and be recognised as a major artist.

[ 22 ]

Monet painting his garden in Argenteuil, 1873, Renoir
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PAINTING THE CHANGING WEATHER AND THE PASSING TIME...

Impressionism involves capturing fleeting visual impressions of the present moment,
without worrying about the accepted rules that applied previously. The aim was no longer to paint an idealised or imagined nature, as classical artists did, but instead to capture fleeting moments, the changing light and the impressions it produced, and to seek
emotion. By seeking answers, the impressionists created a new way to paint. Landscapes
supplanted all other pictorial genres. Artists painted ‘on the spot’, outdoors, surrounded
by nature.

“The main subject of a painting is light.”
Edouard Manet, 1870

[ 24 ]
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“These tubes of colours enable us to paint surrounded by
nature. Without paint tubes, no Cézanne or Pissarro, nothing
that journalists could call impressionism.”
Renoir
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NEW TECHNIQUES AND SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES USED IN
IMPRESSIONIST PAINTING
SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS:
Paint tubes
In the past, artists made their own paints with oil and colour pigments, which they
stored in fragile glass jars or pig bladders that often exploded. The invention of flexible
metal paint tubes, patented in 1842 by a British company, made outdoor painting possible. The paints were easy to carry and did not dry too quickly in the air, giving artists
new freedom of movement. Art dealers sold portable equipment such as folding easels
and small size canvases.
Photography
Some aspects of photography, such as composition, focus and blurring, influenced
the artists’ work. And because photography enabled reality to be depicted down to
the smallest detail, artists felt freed from this constraint. They explored other subjects
and ways of painting.
Railway
The development of the railway made it easier to travel, so artists could go to the
banks of the River Seine, to Normandy and elsewhere.
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SCIENCE’S CONTRIBUTION AND COLOURS
Research into light diffusion, its effect on materials and its consequences in pictorial
depictions were at the core of 19th century painting concerns. In 1839, physicist
Eugène Chevreul published his work, ‘On the law of simultaneous colour contrast’.
Without applying them to the letter, impressionist artists were influenced by Chevreul’s
experiments and studies. Monet and his colleagues used colours according to the
optical mixing technique: two pure colours, straight out of the tube, with no prior
mixing, are juxtaposed on the canvas in such a way as to keep their bright, dazzling
colours. It is the viewer’s eye which, from a certain distance, mixes them to create
the artist’s intended colour. By mixing blue and red to get purple, the colour loses its
brightness, but by using small, juxtaposed dabs it keeps its full radiance. They also
applied the law of simultaneous colour contrast, which says that a colour contrasted
with a complementary colour creates a mutual enhancement or diminishment effect,
relative to normal, in the eye of the viewer. Furthermore, each painted surface is a
coloured surface: shadows are no longer black but purple, whites are no longer pure.
NB: Monet and the impressionists had a freer, more intuitive use of the laws of colour
contrast, however the neo-impressionists such as Pissarro, Seurat and Signac applied
them systematically. This created the painting style called Pointillist or Divisionist.
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Monet’s palette, Marmottan Museum
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MONET AT WORK

EVOLVING TECHNIQUES

Since the 1860s, Monet had been relentlessly attempting to capture
the dazzling light in his paintings. He abandoned darker colours for
a new palette of pure colours. His brush strokes became smaller and
smaller, to capture the constantly changing effect of light in nature.
Gone were the clean outlines, geometric perspective rules and strong
colour contrasts. Instead, he alternated big and small dabs: a fine brush
loaded with colour was used to paint people in a few dabs and a bigger,
square-ended brush spread colour in wider dabs for reflections, shadows, water and sky. He was even able to depict quite detailed objects.
The successive dabs of colour, like little commas on the canvas, are easy
to see and despite the shapes being unrecognisable up close, they form
a clear picture when you move further away. He used the same technique to capture reflections in water.
“In short, I use white lead, cadmium yellow, vermilion, rose
madder, cobalt blue and emerald green. That is all.”
Claude Monet

[ 28 ]

Water Lily Pond, Green Harmony, 1899, Musée d’Orsay
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“They bring me canvas after canvas. Outside, a colour that
I found yesterday and sketched on one of the canvases
reappeared. They quickly pass me that canvas and I do my best
to permanently capture this vision. But it generally disappears
as quickly as it appears, making way for another colour that
was painted on another canvas a few days ago, and which they
instantly put in front of me...” And it’s like that all day.”
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Claude Monet

SEIZING THE MOMENT TO ENSURE IT NEVER ENDS:
PAINTING QUICKLY AND WORKING IN SERIES
Despite often reworking his paintings in his studio to finish them, Monet painted
quickly to capture the quickly changing light. This can be seen in the terse dabs visible
on his paintings and in the shapes with vague edges. However, this quest for harmony
between the moment and the place can never be fully captured. The perceived moment
never fully matches the captured moment on canvas, as the elements change faster than
the time it takes to paint them.
“I am in nature without being able to capture it.” Monet then decided to multiply
the moments because a single one was not enough. He had often painted the same
motif several times, but from 1890 onwards he started doing it systematically and the
word ‘series’ appeared in his work. Monet used it himself to present his work. So in late
summer, 1890, he set up his easel in front of haystacks in a field near Giverny and painted
them at all times of the day. With this, he created his first large series which included
25 paintings. The Haystacks depict various effects of the light and atmosphere which
emerged over the days and seasons. They also give a feeling of time passing. Monet
wanted to paint not only what he saw but also what he felt. He was not seeking to capture the motif in itself but the changes caused by the light. “A landscape does not exist
in and of itself because it changes its appearance all the time. Only the surrounding atmosphere gives the subject its value.” “The motif is secondary, what I want
to capture is what there is between the motif and myself.”

[ 30 ]

Monet by the water lily pond, summer 1905
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SEIZING THE MOMENT TO ENSURE IT NEVER ENDS:
PAINTING QUICKLY AND WORKING IN SERIES
The Japanese bridge theme emerged in 1895, two years after its construction. The
first canvases, painted facing west, show the pond in the foreground and the bridge in
the background. In 1899, a new series of 12 paintings depicted it from the pond’s outlet
this time. The format is close to a 90cm square. The composition is tighter, cutting off the
two ends of the bridge, but the perspective remains the same as Monet painted from
the same spot. Today, you can stand in the exact same spot on the pond’s edge. In terms
of the water lilies, Monet painted them every day of the last 30 years of his life. The series
includes over 250 paintings. You can admire them in the Orangerie Museum in Paris and
in many museums around the world.
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Collection of Japanese Prints
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“The Japanese exhibition is admirable. Hiroshige is a wonderful impressionist. Myself, Monet and Rodin are filled with enthusiasm (...) these Japanese artists confirm our visual stance.”
Camille Pissarro, 3 February 1893, Letters to her son Lucien.
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BORROWING OR INFLUENCE: JAPANESE PASSION
Since the World’s Fair of 1867, where Japan was represented for the first time, Claude
Monet had developed a genuine passion for the Land of the Rising Sun. He quickly became a fan of prints, which he hung everywhere in his house. He was particularly fond of
Kitagawa Utamaro, Katsushika Hokusai and Utagawa Hiroshige. His collection included
243 prints in total.
In the ukiyo-e (literally ‘images of the floating world’) landscapes Monet found colourful nature full of clear images, like the impressionist view. These paintings most likely
confirmed for him his visual choices while also influencing his formal research. In each,
you can find scenes representing young women on boats. The influence is apparent in
the unusually quirky composition, giving a fragmented view of the boat. This is shown
in its fleeting, momentary view. Similarly, from 1872 onwards, he painted the Japanese
bridge in his work. Working in a series, repeating the motif according to the changing
light and season, can also be found in the Oriental approach*. But the strongest connection between Monet and the Japanese artists is undoubtedly their passion for flowers. In
tribute to Japan, he painted poppies and chrysanthemums. His irises and peonies were
brought back from Japan. However, despite Japanese paintings often being a narrative,
Monet’s paintings tended to eliminate people and solely focus on the landscape.
The Japanese also admired his work. Japanese museums hold many of the master’s
works and he is one of the most popular French artists!
*Series of Thirty-six views of Mount Fuji, 1831-1833 Hokusai
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The railway bridge at Argenteuil, 1873-1874

Red maple trees at the Tsuten bridge, circa. 1834, Hiroshige
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Ohashi, sudden shower at Atake, Hiroshige
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The house seen from the rose garden, 1922-1924

EFFECT OF THE CATARACTS

The Japanese bridge at Giverny - The water lily pond, 1897 and 1923
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“My poor sight means that I see as if through a fog (...) It is still
beautiful, and that is what I want to be able to depict.”
Claude Monet
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1912-1920: FAILING EYESIGHT
From 1908, Monet’s eyesight worsened significantly. He was 68 years old. In 1912 he
was diagnosed with a double cataract. Along with his failing eyesight, he also experienced a sensation of constant fog. His vision of colours changed, details dimmed and
outlines blurred. But Monet continued to work. His paintings gradually took on red and
yellow hues, leaving blues and colder colours behind. There were fewer details. In the
summer of 1922, he was almost blind and had to stop painting. In 1923, on the advice
of his close friend Georges Clemenceau, he underwent an operation on his right eye.
He partially recovered his sight and started painting again. But his vision of colours remained disrupted and blurry. He refused to have his left eye operated on. In the series,
‘The house seen from the rose garden’, 1922-1924, Monet either used his sick eye and
everything was red, or he used his operated eye and everything was blue! Despite this
handicap, Claude Monet continued to paint until 1926, a few months before his death.
Today, a cataract operation is a standard procedure. But if he had recovered his full
eyesight, Monet probably would not have painted his last masterpieces at Giverny.
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The Japanese bridge, 1918-1924, Marmottan Museum
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“I have reached the limit of abstraction
and imagination tied to reality.”
Claude Monet
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TOWARDS ABSTRACTION
Claude Monet contributed to the birth of a new way to paint. His constant search for
means to capture the moment led him to the edge of abstraction. At the end of his life,
the quivering colours sufficed to evoke a world of sensations and emotions. However,
the official opening of the Water Lilies in the Orangerie in 1927 went by almost unnoticed. New artistic revolutions such as Fauvism and Cubism attracted all the attention. It
was only in the second half of the 20th century that the leaders of American abstraction,
Pollock, Rothko, Francis, Richter and Mitchell, rediscovered his work which had been forgotten between the two wars. Whether influenced or related, there are clear links. By
declaring the liberation of painting gestures and despite having never truly abandoned
motifs, Monet enabled these artists to invent abstraction.
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The activity trails can be used separately
and can be tailored to different education
levels. Some are extremely detailed while
other give ideas for extending the learning
and variations. They can also be used after
visiting.
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ACTIVITY TRAILS

PORTRAITS OF THE ARTIST
aim

Present Claude Monet through a series of painted and photographed portraits and try to depict him yourself.

EACH SEASON HAS ITS FLOWERS
aim

4

Understand the artist’s technique and what characterises impressionist artists, and discover the first images of Giverny.

IMAGINING A PAINTING’S BACKGROUND SOUNDS
aim

3

Work on composition and colour, and paint from still life.

MAGNIFYING GLASS
aim

2

Search a flowering calendar to find images of flowers you might see on the
day you visit.

CREATE A BOUQUET
aim

1

Explore the artwork with your senses to understand the artistic processes
used by the artist and the resulting effects.

5
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PORTRAITS OF THE ARTIST
field

:

aim

visual art, art history

:

organisation
and equipment

1

:

Present Claude Monet through a series of painted and photographed portraits and try to depict him yourself.
Group work then individual, copies of photos and painted portraits of
Claude Monet, text extracts, gouache paints and white Canson paper.

RESOURCES

1

2

3

4

EXPLORING ARTWORKS
Show the students photos of Claude Monet taken by Nadar in 1897 (3) and Sacha Guitry in 1913 (4). The
portraits painted by Gilbert Alexandre de Séverac in 1865 (1) and Carolus-Duran in 1897 (2). Do not say
who is shown in them.
Allow the students time to look then freely comment on them.
Question the students to complete the image observation and analysis process -->

[ 43 ]

PORTRAITS OF THE ARTIST

About the genre (portrait) and type (painting or photo) of the works on display :
what is depicted in these images? What technical processes were used?
About the depicted subject : Is it a man or a woman? Young or old? Real or imaginary? Can you tell who
this person is (find significant clues) ? Is it the same person in each picture?
About the composition : What do you see of the person? Is it a full length or head and shoulders portrait?
Does the person have the same expression in each artwork? What can you tell from it?
About posture, attitude and expression : Is the person depicted facing forwards, in profile, threequarter or from the back? Is the person standing still or moving? What is the person looking at? Does the
person have a specific expression?
About the accessories : What is the person wearing? What can you deduce about the person depicted?
Are there any objects? What are they? What is their significance?
About the background : What is it like? Is it neutral or scenery? Is it important to the artwork? (a plain
background focuses the viewer’s attention on the portrait itself; scenery gives information about the period, social background and activities of the person. Scenery adds depth and can provide information
about a specific location important to the subject).
About the colors : Are there many? Are they realistic? Are they in harmony or do they contrast? Why are
some in black and white?
About the light : Where does it come from? Is it natural or artificial? Are some elements better lit than
others?
About the atmosphere : What impressions do these portraits give? Do you feel that this is a cheerful, sad,
calm, confident, nervous, angry, etc. person? What gives you that impression? (posture, colours, scenery,
way it is painted)

Give out plates (title and date) to caption the artworks. Try to put them with the right artwork.
Present Claude Monet by giving details of his biography and creating a written record for the art history
book.
Paint a portrait of Monet: each student chooses how to depict Monet, whether young or old, with or
without a beard, with or without a hat, in his garden or against a plain background. The only requirement
is that the portrait must be a forward-facing head and shoulders portrait. Poster-sized Canson sheet of
paper, pencil if required, gouache paint.
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EACH SEASON HAS ITS FLOWERS

field

:

discovering the world, TICE (educational computing and communications)

aim

:

Search a flowering calendar to find images of flowers you might see on the
day you visit.

organisation
and equipment

:

Group work, flowering calendar for the Giverny gardens, websites

2
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EACH SEASON
HAS ITS FLOWERS

Each group has a flowering calendar and identifies a list of flowers that correspond to the planned visit
date. The teacher can then divide it up according to the number of groups created.

The students look for an image of each flower and put it on a page along with a short description giving
its name, colour, size, leaves and petals. They can use a search engine or the following sources:
- http://abcplantes.free.fr/index.htm
- http://nature.jardin.free.fr/cadre2b.html

After pooling all this information, ask the students to create a picture book using their search results,
which they will take when they visit. Once they arrive, they can find which flowers are actually in the
garden and mark them in their book.
You can do the same activity for the trees by visiting the Fondation’s website at https://fondation-monet.com/en/practical-informations/givernys-trees/
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CREATE A BOUQUET

field

:

visual art

aim

:

Work on composition and colour, and paint from still life.

organisation
and equipment

:

Individual work, flower images previously found online (previous trail),
gardening magazines and catalogues, scissors, glue, gouache paint, Canson
paper.

caution

:

Trail 3 of the student book requires this to be set up beforehand.

Using the flower pictures cut out of the magazines/catalogues or found
online, students create their own floral composition.

Create your colour palette based on the flowers used.

Use that palette to paint your bouquet.

3
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MAGNIFYING GLASS
field

:

visual art

aim

:

Understand the artist’s technique and what characterises impressionist artists, and discover the first images of Giverny.

organisation
and equipment

:

RESOURCE

Interactive whiteboard, video projector or overhead projector or, failing
that, a copy. “The artist’s garden at Giverny”, 1900, oil on canvas, 81x92cm,
Musée d’Orsay, Paris.

4
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MAGNIFYING GLASS

Explore the artwork through a set of successive window openings and enlarged details (e.g. the
foliage, house, flowers or paths).
Is it easy to distinguish the elements?
Broach the idea of brush strokes: Observe the long strokes that are not concerned with exact
shapes and the little dabs of similar hues that play on the light’s effects.
Explore the artwork as a whole. Is the painting for viewing up close or far away? Observe that
when you look at it up close, the shapes are blurry and vague, but they come into focus when you
step further back and view the whole.
Pick out colours and identify the flowers.
What was Monet painting?
Was he telling a story?

Summary : Go back over the explanations in the “Evolving technique” paragraph.
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Water Lily Pond, Green Harmony, 1899, Musée d’Orsay
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MAGNIFYING GLASS
VARIATION
You can adapt this sequence for another Monet artwork. For instance the Water Lily Pond, Green Harmony, 1899, Musée d’Orsay. The process is the same. Once you have revealed the artwork, you can add
the following questions and other artworks from the same series :
What are the scenery elements highlighted in the water lily pond series? The water, water lilies, foliage and bridge.
Which element is absent from the painting? The sky.
What role does the bridge play in the paintings? The bridge is the primary subject in the paintings.
It separates the painting into two clear parts, what are they? The airy, moving world of the foliage and
the compact, dense world of the pond. The irises, rushes and water lilies provide the connection.
In your opinion, should the painting be viewed close up or far away? Close up, the shapes appear
blurred. At a certain distance, they come into focus and the colours that appear quite vivid organise themselves
into a dominant harmony (principle of optical mixing).
Did the artist paint water? Water is suggested only by the water lilies visible on its surface and the reflection
of the foliage. The vertical lines visible between the water lilies are reflections of the willow’s branches, rushes
and irises on the banks.
What colours are used in this painting? The main colours are green and bluish green. It’s what is called a
monochrome.
How did he capture the fleeting moment of light? Monet worked rapidly, which is where the impression
of spontaneity comes from, but he reworked his paintings in his studio. In this painting, there are some 15,000
superficial dabs. And if you look at a small square in the central part, you can count 23 different hues!

EXTENSIONS
Experiment with dabs and monochrome (see the “After your visit” trails).
Show The Japanese Bridge, 1892, private collection and The Water Lily Pond, Water Irises, 1900, private
collection. Observe and compare (bridge reflection in water).
Compare the angle of view with another, later painting in the water lily series created between 1903 and
1925 (e.g. Water lilies, 1907, Musée d’Art et d’Industrie, Saint-Etienne). You only see the water’s surface; the
sky is absent. The absence of reference points strengthens the feeling of infinite, unlimited space. The
pond could be anywhere.
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IMAGINING A PAINTING’S BACKGROUND SOUNDS
field

:

Visual art

aim

:

Explore the artwork with your senses, to understand the artistic processes
used by the artist and the resulting effects.

organisation
and equipment

:

5

Interactive whiteboard, video projector or overhead projector or, failing
that, a copy. “The water lily pond”, 89x92cm, 1899, London, The National
Gallery. (You can adapt this sequence for another Monet artwork)

Using your senses to explore an artwork helps you discover it and see it in a new way. Each hypothesis
will question the artwork both in terms of what it shows and the artistic processes used by the artist. For
instance, asking yourself if there would be animal or human sounds helps highlight their physical absence
in the painting but questions the atmosphere that emerges.
In groups of four or five, students will explore the artwork by imagining the background sounds. They
note down their findings and hypotheses, what questions those raise about the artwork and how it is
created artistically. When sharing with the group, the teacher can use the table opposite (the ideas given
are just an example).
You can also use this on site and observe what you can hear at a specific location during your visit. If possible, record the sounds and listen to them again in class while looking at the artwork.

Summary : To reinterpret the various steps in this observation phase, the class produces a group text presenting the artwork and highlighting what they felt and the atmosphere exuded by the artwork.
Variation 1 : Follow the same approach using various paintings from the same series. Observe the differences between paintings.
Variaton 2 : Expand the process to include the other senses.
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IMAGINING A PAINTING’S
BACKGROUND SOUNDS

Sound hypotheses:
What can you hear?

Questions
arising from this

The wind ?

What was the weather like
when Monet painted this
artwork?
And what season?

Water noise ?

Can you see the water? How is the water’s
surface represented? By small dabs, spreading, scraping or light strokes?

Do we see it?

Living beings are not depicted. It is impossible to know if they were present, however
the painting gives us information so we can
imagine the background sounds. Do you
imagine it as calm, silent or noisy? How do
the colours and picture’s substance translate
the impressions you feel?

Dragonflies?

Voices?
Silence?

Is there movement in the branches? Do the
brush strokes indicate wind? Are they terse,
regular, wide, fine, short or long? Do the
light and colours give any further indications
about the weather? Can you see the sky,
clouds or sun?

Does the water appear
calm or moving? Is the
surface smooth?

Birds?

Frogs?

Artistic translation
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DURING YOUR VISIT

Due to high visitor numbers and to make
it easier to get around, it is best to divide
the class into several groups of 6-8 students
accompanied by an adult. To make this
possible, the proposed trails are independent
of each other and do not follow a predefined
timeline. Trails 3 and 4 are both focused
on photographic perspectives so can be
divided up according to the groups.
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2

A FUN TRAIL

Claude Monet, the famous impressionist artist, loved painting nature so much that he bought this house in the countryside to create his
own garden. He moved there with his wife Alice and their eight children
130 years ago! At Giverny, Monet chose trees and flowers according to
the colours and seasons. He extended the pond, planted water lilies and
had a wooden bridge built. He arranged his garden like a painting and
set up his house for working, hosting guests and enjoying family time!
Use this trail to explore his amazing world. Enjoy your visit!

THE ARTIST’S PLACE

1

Throughout your visit, look at the artworks below and find out where
Monet stood to paint them. This is what we call the perspective. Tick the
correct responses.
Take a photo of the spot that corresponds to the painting.
Monet painted:

A / In his studio
B / On the edge of the pond
C / On the bridge

A / On the Japanese bridge
B / On one of the paths on the right,
opposite his house
C / Up high, perched in a tree

A / In his boat on the pond

A / From his house

B / From Clos Normand

B / In the henhouse

C / From the bank opposite the jetty

C / On the central path opposite the house

SOUVENIR PHOTOS

2

Photography is prohibited in the house but you can photograph the garden
and create a souvenir album when you get back to school.
Tick what you have photographed:
[ ]front of the house from Clos Normand and [ ]from the pond, [ ]arches on
the central path, [ ]henhouse, [ ]garden from the window of Claude Monet’s
bedroom (which is often open in good weather), [ ]pond with bridge, [ ]
water lilies, [ ]bamboo, [ ]willows, [ ]reflections in the water.

HEART OF THE FLOWER

3

Use the flowering calendar and flower picture book you prepared in class
to photograph the flowers you see today.
Use the macro feature on your camera (flower symbol) to take close up
photos and see as much detail as possible.

COLOUR HUNTER!
Use the colour chart below, one that you made in class or one from a store
to compare the colours and note down which ones you can find in the
garden.
When you get back to class, you can create your palette and do painting
yourself.

4

STIMULATING SENSES

5

On the banks of the pond, close your eyes for a moment. Listen to the
sounds, smell the fragrances around you and be aware of your sensations
(warmth of the sun, pricking from cold, wind on your skin, etc.).
Remember them so you can share your impressions back in the classroom.

A TIDY HOUSE

6

Hard not to get lost in this big house! All the rooms are mixed up! To find
your way, number each room in the order that you visit them.

Monet’s bedroom

Alice’s washroom

Alice’s bedroom

Dining room

Pantry

Studio/lounge

Blue lounge

Kitchen

Monet’s washroom

EAGLE EYE

Find every detail during your visit and mark where they are in the Claude
Monet’s house or garden.
Circle them when you find them.

7

ANSWERS

THE ARTIST’S PLACE

1

Monet painted outdoors. He wanted to capture each changing light and show his
visual impression of the present moment in his paintings: the interplay between the
shadows and light, reflections in the water, a ray of sunlight, the wind in the trees.
1- b, The water lily pond, 1897-1899, Musée d’Orsay.
2- b, The artist’s garden at Giverny, 1900, Musée d’Orsay.
3- c, The rose arches, Giverny, 1913, Phœnix Art Museum, Arizona.
4- c, Path in Monet’s garden, 1901-1902, The Österreichische Gallerie, Vienna

A TIDY HOUSE

1. Pantry
2. Studio/lounge
3. Monet’s bedroom
4. Washrooms
5. Alice’s bedroom
6. Dining room
7. Kitchen

1

EAGLE EYE

7

1. The Japanese bridge. Monet painted it 47 times!
2. A water lily on the pond. Monet used the more scientific name for water lily in
French, ‘nymphéa’, instead of the more common name, ‘nénuphar’.
3. The large willow on the banks of the pond. Monet had willows planted along the
banks of the pond.
4. A tile in the kitchen. In this room, the walls are completely covered in Rouen ceramic
tiles. Again, it was Monet who chose blue for the kitchen. In this way, he could admire
the harmony between the colours from the yellow dining room. His motto was: colour
everywhere - furniture, walls, ceilings and more.
5. The boat on the pond. Every morning, a gardener paddled across the pond in the
boat to clean the water lilies damaged by the soot of passing trains.
6. A shutter on the house. Monet had the shutters painted green to make the house
blend into the garden!
7. A Japanese print, Mother playing with her child, in Alice’s bedroom. Claude Monet
had a passion for Japan and collected prints (etchings) by masters, which he hung
everywhere in his house. He had a total of 231!
8. Large photo of Monet in his studio/lounge. Monet transformed his first studio into
a lounge after having a second studio built in the garden. This room was reserved
for men and was used as a smoking room after meals. The dangers of tobacco were
unknown at the time and smoking was seen as a sign of distinction. The photo shows
Monet standing in the middle of this room. You can have fun comparing how it looks
today to how it looked back then, like a ‘spot the difference’ game!
9. Writing desk in Monet’s bedroom. You can imagine Monet reading and writing
letters at his writing desk, surrounded by his collection of paintings by his friends
Cézanne, Manet, Renoir, Degas, Jongkind, Corot and others.
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AFTER THE VISIT

ACTIVITY TRAILS
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PREPARATION: SOME TECHNICAL EXERCISES
aim

:

3

Discover or rediscover primary, secondary and complementary colours. Experiment with mixing colours, make a colour wheel. Prepare your palette, chose your
colours.

INVENTING A LANDSCAPE
aim

:

:

:

:

:

:

6

Develop observation skills, hone your eye. Understand a flower’s
composition.

A DAY WITH CLAUDE MONET
aim

5

Create a souvenir album of the trip, caption photographs, describe what
you saw, express your taste, communicate your emotions.

HEART OF THE FLOWER
aim

4

Use photography as a means to record the changing light according to the
time of day.

SOUVENIR ALBUM AND WRITTEN RECORD
aim

3

Observe then experiment with working in dabs.

ATMOSPHERIC MOMENTS
aim

2

Create your own landscape from a thumbnail of Water Lily Pond, Green
Harmony, 1889. Experiment with the dabbing technique.

MAGNIFICATION EFFECT
aim

1

Write a short story. Work on narration and description.

7
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COLOUR WHEEL
field

:

visual art and science

aim

:

Discover or rediscover primary, secondary and complementary colours. Experiment with mixing colours, make a colour wheel. Prepare your palette,
chose your colours.

organisation
and equipment

:

1.1

Work in small groups. Paint pots (primary colours), empty pots, paint
brushes, spoons. Blank colour wheel.

Mix two primary colours in equal parts to obtain secondary colours.

Colour wheel: Paint every second square in the colour wheel with primary colours. Paint the
other squares with secondary colours according to the colours that sit either side.

Find the warm and cold colours, and three pairs of complementary colours.

Mix two complementary colours and see what colour is obtained.

Work on creating shades by mixing one colour with a certain amount of another colour. (E.g.
Add yellow to small amounts of red. Keep a record of the resulting blends).

Experiment with colour scales (by adding white to a colour) and toned down colours (by adding
black).
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EXTENSION 1: OPTICAL MIXING OF COLOURS
field

aim

:

1.2

visual art and science

:

Physically observe the optical mixing of colours practised by the impressionists where they juxtaposed colours on the canvas instead of mixing them on
the palette. (See: Science’s contribution and colours)

organisation
and equipment

:

individual. Felt tip pens, Bristol paper, compass, scissors, ruler, toothpick.

Colour in portions of equal sizes on a disc that has been cut out from Bristol paper. Use two primary
colours of your choice. Stick a toothpick in the centre and spin it around to observe the optical mixing
of colours.

EXTENSION 2: LAW OF SIMULTANEOUS COLOUR CONTRAST
field

:

visual art and science

aim

:

Grasp the relationships between colours, experiment with the theory of
simultaneous colour contrast.

1.3

organisation
and equipment

:

Share out the experiments. Felt tip pens, paper.

Reminder : The phenomenon of simultaneous colour contrast plays with our perception of colours
and creates complementary colours. If we look at one hue, our eye ‘simultaneously demands’ its
complementary colour. As such, two juxtaposed complementary colours will heighten each other.
Furthermore, a grey, white or black will appear slightly tinged with the complementary colour of the
one set next to it.
Make red and orange or red and green checked patterns. Observe them. (The red pattern will stand
out more against the green, its complementary colour, than against the orange, a similar colour.
Juxtapose yellow, red, and blue squares on a grey background. Observe them. (The grey appears to
take on a purple tinge when next to yellow, orange when next to blue and green when next to red).
Other possible extension: Scientific work on shadows, light and colour.
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INVENTING A LANDSCAPE

2.1

field

:

visual art

aim

:

Create your own landscape from a thumbnail of Water Lily Pond, Green
Harmony, 1889. Experiment with the dabbing technique.

organisation
and equipment

:

Each student has a square sheet of Canson paper approx. 30x30cm, on
which a 10x10cm colour thumbnail of one or more paintings from the
water lily series has been glued in the bottom left corner. Gouache paints,
paint brushes of various sizes.

RESOURCES

Water Lily Pond, Green Harmony, 1899
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Prepare your palette with primary and secondary colours.
Paint by juxtaposing dabs of colour*.
Alternate wide, fine, short and long strokes according to what you are painting (foliage, flowers, sky,
water, etc.).
Remember : Monet never mixed colours on his palette. He juxtaposed them directly on his canvas. It’s
our eye that mixes those colour dabs.

VARIATION: SYMMETRY LANDSCAPE
field

:

2.2

visual art and geometry

:

Study the composition of one of the Japanese bridge series paintings by completing the missing half in a symmetrical way using the vertical axis (Water Lily Pond,
Green Harmony, 1899, Musée d’Orsay or Water Lily Pond, 1899, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art) or horizontal axis (The Japanese Bridge, 1892, private collection or
The Water Lily Pond, Water Irises, 1900, private collection). Use crayons and ink.

organisation

A square sheet of Canson paper on which half of a Japanese bridge series painting
has been glued. Crayons and ink.

aim

and equipment

:

Comprehend the colour harmony, select crayons.

Draw the missing half of the image by using the
superimposed dab technique. (Do not trace the
outlines of the shapes!).

Brush diluted green ink over the top.
Water Lily Pond, Water Irises, 1900
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MAGNIFICATION EFFECT

3

field

:

visual art

aim

:

Observe then experiment with working in dabs.

organisation
and equipment

:

A painting by Monet at Giverny, an empty 10x5cm cardboard frame, an A4
or A3 sheet of Canson paper, gouache paints.

RESOURCES

The Japanese Bridge, Giverny, Monet, 1918

Untitled, Pollock, 1946
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Select a painting by Monet at Giverny.
Choose a section to copy by moving your cardboard frame around.
Englarge and copy this section of the painting.
Use the dab technique, juxtapositions, directions (vertical, horizontal, circular, etc.) and colours.

Extension 1
Explore paintings by Pollock or Sam Francis. Do they have anything in common with Monet’s works?
Subject, colours, painting techniques.
Extension 2
Observe and compare the Japanese Bridge, Giverny, Monet, 1918, Marmottan Museum, with Untitled,
1946, Jackson Pollock, 1946, Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection.
Questions
Do you recognise Monet’s painting? Which one is it? What do the two paintings have in common?
(Spontaneous technique, gushing, fluidity). What do they make you feel? What emotions? What did
Monet want to paint? Do you recognise the bridge?
Summary
The techniques and emotion become more important than depicting the landscape. (Talk about Monet’s cataracts at the end of his life). Discuss how Pollock worked (using ‘dripping’: dipping the paintbrush in the paint and letting it drip on the canvas; and ‘pouring’: piercing the bottom of a paint pot so
that the paint pours out as you swing your arm).
peinture afin que la peinture s’en écoule en fonction du balancement du bras)
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ATMOSPHERIC MOMENTS
field

:

visual art

aim

:

Use photography as a means to record the changing light according to the
time of day.

organisation
and equipment

:

4

in groups of four. One or more digital cameras, printed photos or projections, black and white photocopies, gouache paints or crayons.

Select an outdoor spot to photograph.
Photograph the same site three or four times, at different times of the day.
Observe the differences in light and shade. Organise the photos in chronological order.
Make black and white A4 photocopies of the photographed series. Each student colourises one of the
images by painting on top of it using little dabs, having already prepared a palette. Display each series.
Observe them.

Extension 1: Repeat the photos for different seasons (for year-long projects).
Extension 2 (science): Work on the sun’s path across the sky, movements of shadows, rotation of the
Earth itself and around the sun, seasons, etc.
Extension 3: Understand the role of speed of execution in capturing the fleeting nature of things.

Paint a landscape (sea, field or meadow) quickly by using juxtaposed dabs of colour. Observe the influence of speed on the manner of painting (terse dabs, vague shapes and outlines).
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SOUVENIR ALBUM AND WRITTEN RECORD
field

:

french

aim

:

Create a souvenir album of the trip, caption photographs, describe what
you saw, express your taste, communicate your emotions.

organisation

Individual or in groups. Photos taken during the visit, art history exercise
book or large size exercise book, colouring pencil.

and equipment

:

Select the best photos taken during the visit.
Write a caption for each photo.
Draw your favourite place and justify your choice in writing.

Extension (in conjunction with the student trail no.5): Sharing what you experienced.

5
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HEART OF THE FLOWER (IN CONJUNCTION WITH STUDENT TRAIL NO.3)
field

:

visual art and science

aim

:

Develop observation skills, hone the eye. Understand a flower’s
composition.

organisation
and equipment

:

6

individual. Prints and colour photocopies of flower photos, diagram of a
flower’s cross-section, A5 white sheets of paper, pencils.

Select one of the close-up flower photos. Copy it onto a sheet of drawing paper using a pencil.
Using the flower cross-section diagram, identify the various parts of the flower and caption your picture.

Variation 1: Organise the photos to create a colour chart. Create your palette and paint a floral
landscape (group).
Variation 2: Glue a photo or photocopy of a flower close-up in the centre of a sheet and draw around it
to create the missing parts (stem, leaves, other flowers around it, etc.).
Extensions: Plantings, gardening projects, research into horticulture, the profession of a horticulturist,
etc.
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A DAY WITH CLAUDE MONET
field

aim

:

French, TICE (educational computing and communications)

:

Write a short story. Work on narration and description.

organisation
and equipment

7

:

Group work then in pairs, over several sessions. Option of separating the
various times of day and distributing them between students.

Imagine Claude Monet’s day from the time he got up to the time he went to bed.
Write it down on a page and illustrate it using photos of the house selected from the Fondation’s
website and those of the garden taken on site.
Variation: In Monet’s kitchen. Research the cuisine from that time and Monet’s own cuisine (Les carnets
de cuisine de Monet (Monet’s Table: the Cooking Journals of Claude Monet), Claire Joyes, Editions du
Chêne, 2010) then imagine a menu that Monet might have offered his guests.
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APPENDICES
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BIOGRAPHY

TIMELINE

GLOSSARY

MAP

FLOWERING CALENDAR

BIBLIOGRAPHY

4
1

2

3

4

5

6
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APPENDICES

BIOGRAPHY

4

// 1

1840: Birth of Oscar-Claude Monet in Paris on 14 November.
1845: The Monet family moved to Le Havre.
1856-58: Monet sold caricatures and met Eugène Boudin who introduced him to painting.
1859: Monet travelled to Paris to study art.
1862-63: He spent time in the Gleyre studio where he made friends with Bazille, Renoir and
probably Sisley.
1864: The Gleyre studio closed. Monet and his friends painted outdoors in the Fontainebleau
Forest. He started to paint Luncheon on the Grass.
1867: Camille Doncieux, his partner and future wife, gave birth to their first child, Jean.
1869: Rejected by The Salon; stay in Saint-Michel, near Bougival where he worked with Renoir;
also painted in Louveciennes alongside Pissarro.
1870: Rejected by Le Salon; married Camille Doncieux; Franco-Prussian War, fled to London
with his family.
1871: Returned to France and moved to Argenteuil.
1874: First impressionist exhibition where Monet notably exhibited the painting, Impression,
Sunrise which gave rise to the movement’s name.
1876: Took part in the second Impressionist exhibition, worked at the château of Ernest and
Alice Hoschedé.
1877: Views of Saint Lazare Station, some of which figured in the third Impressionist exhibition
the same year.
1878: His second son, Michel, was born; the family moved to Vétheuil.
1879: Exhibited 29 artworks at the fourth Impressionist painting exhibition. Death of Camille
Monet.
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1881: From 17 February, Durand Ruel became a regular purchaser of Monet’s works.
1882: Participated in the seventh Impressionist exhibition.
1883: Painted in Etretat. Moved to Giverny.
1884: Painted on the Côte d’Azur.
1885: Participated in the international exhibition organised by art dealer Georges Petit. Painted
in Etretat and Giverny.
1886: Did not participate in the last Impressionist exhibition. Sent 10 artworks to the Salon des
XX exhibition in Brussels and in New York.
1889: Painted in the Creuse valley. Major retrospective exhibition with Rodin.
1890: Bought the Giverny property, where he built a new studio and made the garden more
beautiful.
1891: 15 versions of Haystacks were presented in the Durand Ruel gallery with great success.
1892: Durand-Ruel exhibited some 15 Poplars paintings. Started the Rouen Cathedral series.
Married Alice Hoschedé.
1893: Bought a plot of land south of his house in Giverny and had the famous water lily pond
dug and the water garden laid out.
1895: Travelled to Norway. Triumph for the Cathedral series exhibited with Durand-Ruel.
1896: Revisited the Normandy coast and started Early Morning on the Seine.
1899: Painted The Water Lily Pond and The Japanese Bridge at Giverny. Stared a series in
London.
1900: Visited London again. Temporarily lost his sight following an accident.
1904: Exhibition at the Durand-Ruel gallery of his 37 Views of the Thames in London.
1908: Stay in Venice. His view significantly worsened.
1909: Exhibition of The Water Lilies, series of water landscapes, at the Durand Ruel gallery.
1911: Death of Alice.
1912: Monet finished his Venice paintings by memory. Diagnosed with a double cataract.
1914: Monet had a special studio built (completed in 1916) to work on his large-scale Water
Lilies compositions. Death of his son Jean.
1922: The donation deed giving the French State The Water Lilies was signed on 12 April and
ratified the promise made to Clemenceau by the artist the day after the 1918 Armistice.
1923: Monet underwent a cataract operation. He partially recovered his sight and started
painting again.
1926: Monet died at Giverny, at the age of 86, on 5 December.
1927: The Water Lilies Grandes Décorations officially opened at the Orangerie.
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APPENDICES

TIMELINE

4

// 2

1830-1848: Reign of Louis-Philippe
1837: First passenger train line officially opened in France (Paris/Saint-Germain en Laye)
1839: Invention of photography (Daguerre perfected Niepce’s discoveries (1826)
1848-1852: Second French Republic
1850: First tubes of paint manufactured in France
1852-1870: Second French Empire
1861: Pierre Michaud invented the pedal which improved the bicycle!
1867-1878: Montsouris Park and Buttes-Chaumont developed
1870: Franco-Prussian War
1870-1940: Third French Republic
1871: The Paris Commune
1873: First fast (40 km/h), manoeuvrable steam engine automobile
1879: Edison invented the electric light bulb
1889: Eiffel Tower, star of the World’s Fair
1900: Official opening of the first Parisian Metro line
1911: Louis Blériot flew across the Channel
1914-1918: World War 1
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APPENDICES

GLOSSARY

4

// 3

Abstract: A painting is abstract when it does not depict reality, only shapes and colours.
Monochrome: A monochrome is a method of painting using different values of one base colour. This
gives you different shades.
Plate: This is the label placed near the artwork in a museum, which identifies the artist, title, date, technique, size, origin, etc.
Motif: The motif is the subject of an artwork.
Shades: Shades are variations in one base colour. There are thousands of these: (Red) vermilion, cherry,
ox blood, crimson, etc.
Water Lilies: Water lilies are aquatic plants from the same family as the lotus. They grow in ponds.
Series: A series comprises only one motif, painted several times at different times of the day or season.
On the spot painting: Paintings are created ‘on the spot’ when no drawing is copied onto the canvas
beforehand. Outdoor paintings are often called ‘on the spot’ (‘sur le motif’ in French).
Hue: Hue refers to what colour it is (red, orange, yellow, green, etc.).
Tone: The tone is the change to the colour’s value (light, dark, vibrant, cold, etc.).
Brush stroke: The brush stroke is the artist’s signature. It is how the artist applies paint to the canvas.
Brush strokes can be dabs, fine, thick, wide, nervous, etc.
Value: Value describes the lightness or darkness of a colour. After white, yellow is the next lightest
colour.
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Calendrier des floraisons

MAI
MAI
Alchémilles
Ancolies
Aulx ornementaux
Azalées
Clématites de printemps
Digitales
Géraniums (Pélargoniums) (2e quinzaine)
Giroflées (début du mois)
Glycines
Iris (Apogée la 3e semaine)
Juliennes des dames
Myosotis
Oeillets des poètes
Pastels des teinturiers (1ère quinzaine)
Pavots d’Orient
Pensées et Viola cornuta
Pivoines
Rhododendrons
Silènes
Tamaris (début du mois)
Tulipes (1ere quinzaine)
JUIN
JUIN
Agapanthes
Alchémilles
Amarantes
Ancolies

Anthémis
Aulx ornementaux
Buglosses
Capucines (début)
Clématites
Cléomes
Digitales
Fuchsias
Géraniums (Pélargoniums)
Grandes marguerites (Leucanthèmes)
Hémérocalles
Impatiens
Lavande
Lys
Nymphéas
Œillets des poètes
Pavots
Pensées et Viola cornuta
Phlox
Pigamons
Roses
Tabacs

JUILLET
JUILLET
Agapanthes
Agérates
Alchémilles
Anthemis
Amarantes
Capucines
Chrysanthèmes des moissons
Clématites d’été
Cléomes
Coréopsis
Cosmos
Dahlias
Fuchsias
Géraniums (Pélargoniums)
Glaïeuls
Héliotropes
Hémérocalles
Impatiens
Lavandes
Lys
Mufliers
Nymphéas
Œillets (Dianthus, annuels et vivaces)
Pavots
Pieds d’alouette
Phlox
Pigamons

Roses
Roses trémières
Rudbeckias
Tabacs

AOUT
AOÛT
Agapanthes
Agérates
Amarantes
Anthemis
Capucines
Chrysanthèmes des moissons
Clématites d’été
Cléomes
Coréopsis
Cosmos
Dahlias
Fuchsias
Géraniums (Pélargoniums)
Glaïeuls
Héliotropes
Impatiens
Lavandes
Mufliers
Nymphéas
Œillets (Dianthus, annuels et vivaces)
Phlox
Pieds d’alouette
Pigamons
Roses
Roses trémières
Rudbeckias
Tabacs
Tithonias
Verveines
Zinnias
SEPTEMBRE
SEPTEMBRE
Agérates
Amarantes
Anthemis
Asters
Capucines
Chrysanthèmes
Clématites d’été
Cléomes
Colchiques (2e quinzaine)
Cosmos
Crocus d’automne
Dahlias
Fuchsias

Géraniums (Pélargoniums)
Glaïeuls d’Abyssinie
Héliotropes
Hibiscus
Impatiens
Lavandes
Mufliers
Nymphéas
Œillets (Dianthus, annuels et vivaces)
Phlox
Roses
Roses trémières
Rudbeckias
Sauges
Tabacs
Tithonias
Tournesols
Verveines
Zinnias

OCTOBRE
OCTOBRE
Amarantes
Anthemis
Asters
Capucines
Chrysanthèmes
Clématites d’été
Colchiques
Cosmos
Dahlias
Géraniums (Pélargoniums)
Héliotropes
Impatiens
Lavandes
Mufliers
Œillets (Dianthus)
Phlox
Roses
Roses trémières
Rudbeckias
Sauges
Tabacs (quelques espèces)
Tithonias
Tournesols
Verveines

© difalcone.com

AVRIL
AVRIL
Aubriètes
Aulx ornementaux (fin du mois)
Azalées (fin du mois)
Cerisiers
Clématites de printemps (fin du mois)
Cytises
Fritillaires
Giroflées (2e quinzaine)
Jacinthes
Monnaies du pape
Myosotis
Narcisses
Pâquerettes
Pastels des teinturiers (2è quinzaine)
Pensées et Viola cornuta
Pommiers (2e quinzaine)
Primevères
Silènes (2e quinzaine)
Tamaris (fin du mois)
Tulipes

Liste non-exhaustive, fournie à titre indicatif.
En fonction de la météo et des modifications
climatiques, les floraisons de certaines variétés
peuvent être décalées…
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